
TWO WORKING MODES:

Television Mode: The software uses different color combinations in the grids to 
quickly and visually identify text movements, reproduction, jump, etc. Texts can 
be previewed, edited, moved, changed in color; they can be moved, deleted, 
added, inserted, edited, and so on.

Conference Mode: It has a complete integrated Text Editor, offering the 
possibility to modify in situ all the configuration of the text displayed on screen, 
as well as the size and color of the font, background color, the alignment of the 
text and many more options.

REAL TIME TEXT EDITING

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE 
MONITORS

Allows to work in extended 
mode with 2 monitors (Control 
Screen and Camera Prompter).

MIRROR IMAGE INVERSION

Reverses the output image 
both horizontally and vertically 
to fit any monitor.

INTEGRATED TEXT EDITOR

Powerful own textor editor in 
conference mode.

INCLUSION OF HOT CUE

In the same text or script, for 
immediate access.

HIGHLIGHTING OF WORDS OR 
LETTERS

Changing color or size, 
regardless of the rest of the 
text.

IMPORT OF DIFFERENT TEXT 
FORMATS

Plain text (.txt), rich text (.rtf) 
and Microsoft Word (.doc and 
.docx) files.

AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL 
LANGUAGES

Instant change of languages 
without leaving the software: 
Spanish, English and French.

REMOTE CONTROLS

Supports multiple remote 
controls: foot, handheld, USB, 
wireless and ethernet (up to 
256 simultaneously). 

CUSTOM FUNCTION 
PROGRAMMING

With the USB shuttle handheld 
remote control.

Offers full control of playback texts through various input devices, both in 
manual mode (keyboard and mouse) and remote mode (foot controls, hand 
controls). These controls can be operated directly via USB, Ethernet or wirelessly.

TVPROMPT LE v-5.0

TELEPROMPTER DISPLAY SOFTWARE

https:// tvprompt.tv

TVPROMPT-LE offers all the versatility needed to be 
used in any professional work environment.

This software can be configured in TV Studio Mode, 
forming a text grid; or in Conference Mode", with 
single text.

The text can be modified without leaving the 
software, because it includes its own editor to make 
the necessary changes. In addition, it has been 
created based on Unicode format, offering 
compatibility with the loading of texts and characters 
of any language.

INDISPENSABLE IN TELEVISION PROGRAMS,
CONFERENCES, CONCERTS AND ANY LIVE EVENT.

TELEPROMPTER DISPLAY SOFTWARE
TVPROMPT LE v-5.0


